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Still from LECTUS (2021) BY Frank Wasser featured on a transferofstatus.com  

A statement of sorts  

What voice is it that you think you can hear in your head right now? Is it the voice of a student? This student? Perhaps it is your own voice? Perhaps you do not own your voice? Perhaps, the voice is that of the multitude of 
various entangled institutions and conventions you must knowingly or unknowingly navigate, weave under and over, around and through in order to even comprehend that which you are reading, this text.  

Wasser’s practice led research currently cumulates within a performance of student-hood and sickness through an art writing practice both on and off page within the context of the art school, the wider university and the 
neoliberal structures of contemporary art education. This performance unfolds through a variety of materials, forms and encounters both discrete and explicit, taking the form of the body of an artist, lecture-performance, 
sculptures, publications, songs and slips of the tongue.  

 

Currently my research is focused on a fractured but subjective critical voice. Recorded sound-pieces and tangled text form the basis of an investigative preoccupation with class, colonialism and the contemporary and historical 
formal structures that govern and determine what currently constitutes as an art education. Subjects such as the ghost of Brendan Behan and an anthropomorphised government report (The Coldstream Report) are called 
upon.  



Originally from the Liberties, Dublin, Ireland, Wasser holds a BA in Painting and an MFA in Sculpture from the National College of Art and Design, Dublin, Ireland. Wasser has exhibited and lectured internationally: most 
recently at Jerwood Arts (London) Tate Modern and Tate Britain (London) Villa Empain (Brussels) Damian and the Love Guru (Brussels) Baltic Centre of Contemporary Art (Newcastle) In December 2020 he will publish a book 
with the imprint MA BIBLIOTHÈQUE. Wasser was the recipient of the Inger Lawrence Award (2019) and the Art Council Ireland Visual Artist Bursary (2018) Wasser has been an invited visiting tutor at the Royal College of Art 
and University of Reading.  

 

Title: Ditritus 2 (Mixed Media) (2019)  

 

 

 



Documentation of THE LIVING NEWSPAPER (With Elaine Reynolds and Chris Timms)  

http://www.aspfair.uk/TheLivingNewspaper.html  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Documentation of the WIP ‘Stricture’ (2020/2021):  

 

A PDF of the wip publication can be viewed here:  

https://e014b96b-ca7e-48ac-9a14-9cdf94456116.filesusr.com/ugd/236133_b7bd787bae3e47bd93dc43fba067d683.pdf  



 

 

Title: Hamilton breaks record (Mixed Media) (2019)  



 

Still from LECTUS (2021) Digital Video  

Lectus (2021) is a new ongoing moving image work in progress/text/ lecture-performance. Lectus details the idiosyncratic tendencies of the lecture-performance format and ‘artist talks’ in recent art histories referencing 
artworks by Robert 
Morris, Coco Fusco. Andrea Fraser and many others. The work examines the histories of how artists talk in public and what the determining factors and complications might be in constructing such histories. Lectus is 
configured as an array of references and contexts that currently as a strategy allude to no particular concrete or linear narrative. The viewer is invited to consider ways in which artists convey information using presentational 
technologies and language through a process of ‘figuring out’ text and image presented on screen by the artist. You can view this film on www.atrsnsferofstatus.com 

 

 

 

 

 



SAMPLE OF WIP Writing (To appear in an upcoming publication)  

 

A SHADOWPLAY (2021)  

His mother ends every call telling him that she will pray for him and then abruptly hangs up the phone denying him any sort of response or reaction. He is left with this thought 
ringing to the sound of the beeping on the line. A dog barks outside the window.  

Having been passed from ward to ward all through the night the patient is spent and sapped. At intervals he reluctantly observes a brown brick wall adorned with a redundant half 
rusted, grey satellite dish which has become the nest of a family of seagulls that holler in an aggressively provocative manner. The gulls’ cries resonate with a dislocated pain albeit 
undeniably located within his corporal. The dearth of capacity to articulate from where the smarting stems causes him to writhe. His legs trusting against the thin cotton sheets that 
cover protective plastic bedding create a peal of abiding crackling as if a lump of flesh thrown upon a greased pan. The day begins again.  

In front of the patient a blue curtain hangs, wrapping around the bed making a translucent wall of blue to his left. The purpose of the curtain is to provide privacy for the patient 
however the curtain not unlike the patient himself belongs to its own institution, a constitution which can easily be subjected to perversion and subversion.  

In the shadow play of midnight, the witness recalls a light from across the ward illuminating the surface of the divider. The silhouette of a man rises slowly up from his bed to a 
seated position. The penumbra of the man afforded such detail to reveal him bedecked with wires attached to every limb and orifice. Muffled by an oxygen mask the man begins to 
shout, ‘Where am I?’ “Where am I?” Although he senses the other patients on the ward must be awake and capable of answering him, his calls go unanswered. The mans catechized 
desperation creates a pronounced unease throughout his own body. With every proclamation the pain increases until eventually it causes what the doctor call a vasovagal syncope.  

He wakes on an entirely different ward which looks similar, not necessarily similar to all the other wards, just similar.  

Returning to his present moment and perturbed by the recollection he puts himself into a recovery position, lying on his side with one hand under his sweating head and the other 
across his frail chest, he remains like that - apprehensive, alert – can he trust his body not to choke on its own effulgence? His breath is low and shallow, his swallow is hesitant... on 
eggshells and loath to upset his bowels again. Throughout the day, around him the other patients endlessly call for assistance. Bickering ensues each time the nurse arrives. Now and 
again, he crooks his head on his forearm and allows a mundane exchange to distract him momentarily from the feelings inside his own body. ‘I said, Milk, two sugars, do you even 
speak English?’ he finally acknowledges the world internally and his body wretches again in response.  

During visiting hours, while his own curtain remains pulled, the sound of the ward is so much that it forces him to reach for the cardboard bowl sitting on the bedside table beside 
him. Before the patient vomits, he notices that the doctor has left a small scalpel in the bowl from an earlier procedure. It’s alluring severity and pristinely polished blade provides a 
tiny mirror for the gaunt gaze of the patient. As a gesture that is unaware of its impetus, he swiftly removes the scalpel with his right hand and vomits into the cardboard container. 
Hot liquid pours from the patients open mouth as he grasps the scalpel with all his strength. In contorted winces and still grasping the scalpel the patient counts 139, 140, 141, 142 
calls for the nurse from other patients and he wretches almost in tandem. Some yielding nothing but bile, some yielding nothing at all.  



The nausea remains for the afternoon reaching its apex around the hour of three. Every utterance and scraping of objects chafing against one another make his innards twist and 
spasm with increasing severity and amplitude. Having expelled all of the contents of his guts he is unsure whether or not the pain has begun to alleviate or if he has just become 
accustomed to it. Physical bankrupt he rests however resistant to sleep. The hours pass in an unfocused blur until it is midnight again.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Review of ‘ON CARE’ featured in Art Monthly DEC 2020  

 

A review of ON CARE by Frank Wasser for Art Monthly, November 2020 
In Vulnerability in Resistance (2016), Judith Butler posits that one cannot be politically active without understanding one&#39;s vulnerability in the world. Butler points towards a 
collective material dependency on infrastructures of care. Late capitalism enforces ‘its subjects to ignore their own needs’ while assimilating ‘any challenge to it’, a painful reality 
carefully mapped out in Juliet Jacques’ contribution 
to this collection. The co-option of self-care in political rhetoric is one of the many subjects and 
realities addressed within this eclectic and urgent collection. 
ON CARE (2020) follows 2018’s ON VIOLENCE from the imprint MA BIBLIOTHÈQUE, spearheaded by artist Sharon Kivland. Kivland returns to edit alongside artist 
Rebecca Jagoe. This collection of 
writing features contributions from a diverse multitude of voices (Oisín Byrne, Holly Graham, Helen Hester, Juliet Jacques, Sophie Jung, Roy Claire Potter, Victoria Sin and Erica 
Scourti count among 
the 43 entries). 
Editorially, the collection reads like a direct follow-up to ON VIOLENCE. The impetus of its 
predecessor stemmed from the violence of language with regards to hierarchies and the relentless 
arsenal of form and structure. In contrast, ON CARE finds itself situated directly in the fallout of such violence and abuse of power - a general election loss; ongoing Tory austerity 
and government incompetence; systemic racism; an unfolding pandemic and the endless unforgiving consequences of 
an oblique and cruel carelessness. It is within this context that ON CARE presents fictions, 
testaments and essays on topics such as where care is received and given, privilege, the ethics of 
self-care, and care as a commodity within the complex transactional economies of the healthcare 
industry. 
The collection opens with a statement and correspondence that sheds light on the difficulty of bringing together a publication with such wide scope and premise within the hyper-
temporality that has come 
to define daily life in the 21 st century. As the ‘editors completed their work and entered into the design stage, the coronavirus covid-19 hit with force’. This is followed by an 
acknowledgment of the brutal 
police killing of George Floyd which led to global protests. In the correspondence that follows between Kivland and Jagoe, care is illustrated not as abstract nor academic notion, 
but within the daily lives of  

the editors / writers at the moment of editing, from the act of editing such a publication to Kivland giving everyone in her village eggs ‘as these have run out in the shops’. This 
correspondence immediately opens the reader up to considering the re-evaluation of what constitutes as care. Kivland, in turn, addresses her own findings and understandings in 
the ex/in/troduction that bookends the collection.  

Correspondence and conversation continue throughout. FLY BETTER – A CONVERSATION is perhaps one of the more captivating entries in which Jagoe interviews artist 
Mati Jhurry. Jhurry tells of 
a durational performance in which they are employed as cabin crew by Emirates for three years, a performance that stems from an ‘interest in hospitality and the ‘paradise 
economy’. ‘You don’t have time for yourself’ reveals Jhurry that resonates with many of the points outlined in Juliet Jacques astutely composed ‘Aphorisms on Self Care’. 



Within these texts, bodies and domestic spaces are built up and torn down, ripped and pulled apart through languages that profess care or a lack thereof. The act of caring from the 
perspective of the carer is given gravitas in Roy Claire Potter’s ONLY TWO KINDS OF PEOPLE ARE GONNA STAY ON THIS BEACH.... Sentences such as ‘because he 
could feed himself, he just needed his arse 
wiping’ are nestled within a concocted and cascading structure of words that provides the reader ambiguous access to an unimaginable position. Oisín Byrne’s touching entry, 
HAND HOLDING, flips the dynamic. 
The seemingly simple gesture of a nurse holding Byrne’s hand while doctors ‘begin to slice skin’ is opened up into a philosophical epiphany that zooms in and out of Byrne’s 
relationship with other bodies. 
Holly Graham’s BE/HOLD/EN - A DUTY OF CARE attends to the artist’s relationship with images. ‘Lodged in the binds of the hold, the wake, and the weather, our images feel 
tender. They demand 
that we handle them with care.’ Graham’s political, poetic and personal analysis is a welcome contemporary expansion on ideas that resonate heavily with the opening pages of 
Regarding the Pain 
of Others by Susan Sontag.  

There are many contributions in ON CARE that attempt to contort established forms of structure, but are perhaps held back by a consistency in the design of the collection, 
notably the Didot font which occasionally diminishes the voice of some contributors. 
Nina Wakeford’s entry, SKINCARE, is an exemption. Wakeford’s short text opens in a bold, flattened, undecorated font that reads as if it is an abstract to a journal entry, only to 
transform unexpectedly  

into a brief personal account of care which still obeys the abstracts central thesis. 
The changes in tone and font (both form and scale) which are the most interesting aspects of the piece are, however, the least surprising elements of Wakeford’s contribution, 
which cumulates in the form of a physical object bound into the spine of the collection - a novel, albeit welcome, element.  

At the time of writing, your correspondent concludes this review, sitting in a hospital ward, patiently waiting to receive the results of a routine blood test due for an ongoing chronic 
illness. I asked the nurse who took my blood’s how they were ( admittedly perhaps out of politeness and etiquette than a genuine concern or care) to which they replied shockingly 
that in the two years they have been working at the London clinic no one has ever asked them that. It occurs to me that in these times, in the country I write this in and wider a 
field , ‘ON CARE’ is an essential read, a companion through dark days to come which gives a fleeting insight into a rapidly changing and sick society. That such a record exists and 
has been created in the turmoil of the past year is a triumph for the editors.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


